
A Selection Of Past Winning Projects

With close to 30,000 entries received from 130 countries over the
past two decades, the reach of the Holcim Awards is truly global.
More importantly, the impact for the authors of the over 250
projects recognised to date is significant.



● Project: Extending the Cycle in Switzerland

Prize: Awards Gold, Europe, Holcim Awards 2020

Description: Upgrade using circular material flows

The current paradigm of the built environment is resource-intensive, as construction
is still largely relying on natural resources, which comes with significant
environmental impacts. Reuse of salvaged building materials from selective
dismantling and construction and demolition waste represents a massive
opportunity to preserve the health of our planet. Extending the Cycle in Switzerland
reuses available material stock to extend this structure in Winterthur. The focus on
materials enables a very low lifecycle impact when buildingared to a traditional
building, and achieves a 60% reduction in the carbon footprint.
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More information: https://www.holcimfoundation.org/projects/extending-the-cycle
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● Project: Secondary school with passive ventilation system
in Burkina Faso

Prize: Awards Gold, Middle East Africa, Holcim Awards 2011

Description: In the words of project architect Francis Kéré, “in the eyes of the people
of Burkina Faso, a schoolhouse is something introduced from Europe and therefore
must be made of glass, concrete, and steel”. The Secondary School in Gando village
overturns this colonial paradigm and proposes a building that assets local cultural
traditions and is harmoniously integrated in its context, understood by its users, and
cherished. The community engagement process addressed local perceptions that
clay is unstable and cheap by demonstrating the building’s strength and delivering
architectural beauty.
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More information:
https://www.holcimfoundation.org/projects/secondary-school-with-passive-ventilatio
n-system
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● Project: Hydropuncture in Mexico

Prize: Global Gold, Holcim Awards 2017

Description: Publicly-accessible water retention and
treatment complex

The Hydropuncture in Mexico establishes an uplifting public space with great social
impact, while realigning the community with the traditional water culture. While the
main purpose of the project is acting as an infiltration and flood management
system for a water stressed area, the public structure is created with a new commons
mentality, becoming a green oasis as well as a space for organized social activities
and leisure.
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More information:
https://www.holcimfoundation.org/projects/hydropuncture
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● Project: Post-War Collective in Sri Lanka

Prize: Awards Bronze, Asia Pacific, Holcim Awards 2014

Description: Community library and social recuperation

Designed purposely for the reintegration of former army personnel into society,
Post-War Collective in Sri Lanka provides incremental building skills to provide a
future after civil war. The communal library in Ambepussa has been built by soldiers,
as an on-the-job training project, and is currently used by the soldiers and for
children’s literacy and basic schooling. Planned early in the design stage,
construction activities can be used as workforce training across the construction
industry, enriching know-how on sustainable construction practices such as reuse of
construction and demolition waste and discarded infrastructure as is the case here.
The soldiers acquire skills that enable a viable post-conflict future, for both the
individual and the community.
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More information: https://www.holcimfoundation.org/projects/post-war-collective
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● Project: House as Garden in USA

Prize: Awards Gold, North America, Holcim Awards 2020

Description: Self-sustaining collaborative neighborhood

House as Garden in the USA proposes a multi-family residential building that is
self-sustaining, off-grid, manages its own water and energy flows, as well as enables
urban agriculture on site. Passive strategies are used throughout, like super
insulation, thermo-mass, cross ventilation, and seasonal shading. A photovoltaic
system powers the heat pump, rainwater and greywater are collected and used. This
makes the project a viable economic proposition, based on sharing available heating
and cooling resources but also common indoor spaces, gardens, produce, and
mobility opportunities.
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More information: https://www.holcimfoundation.org/projects/house-as-garden
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